
CONTENT & DATA SOLUTIONS

Custom Tickers enable firms  
to track, manage and price  
bespoke instruments.
COMPLEX INSTRUMENTS DEFY CATEGORIZATION 
When it comes to contributions, pricing and analytics, firms and data providers 
are well-equipped to handle the vast majority of asset classes. In select use 
cases, however, conventional methods fall short. Trading strategies, custom 
baskets and indices, highly structured products and proprietary internal data 
all have the potential to impose significant logistical demands related to ticker 
creation, history maintenance and storage.

CUSTOM TICKERS MAKE BESPOKE PRODUCTS EASIER  
TO PROCESS
Custom Tickers are a storage and distribution solution that enables contributors to 
manage complex or uncommon instruments, or proprietary data, with greater ease 
and convenience. The Custom Tickers solution provides a repository for these 
instruments in the Bloomberg cloud so firms can identify them consistently, offer 
pricing and history to their customers and apply Bloomberg analytics.

In pre-trade situations, Custom Tickers enable sell-side firms to create a virtual 
“shop window” to showcase trading strategies and proprietary indices to the 
Bloomberg subscriber community. Firms can associate prices with these products 
as well as store historical data so prospective customers can run analytics on them.

In post-trade scenarios, Custom Tickers allow brokers to provide regular pricing 
for bespoke products typically created for a single customer. Brokers can sell 
these single-purpose custom baskets, custom indices and OTC structured 
products knowing they can easily provide pricing as often as the customer needs 
to manage their portfolios.

Finally, Custom Tickers help contributors distribute proprietary internal data  
to customers or third-party applications using Bloomberg infrastructure.  
This enables firms to apply advanced analytics from the Bloomberg Professional® 
service to their proprietary data as well as share it with internal customers—but 
without sending it outside the firm. It also protects the firm’s existing investment  
in Bloomberg technology.

MANAGE EVERY ASSET
Custom Tickers support essential 
storage and distribution tasks for:

 • Trading strategies
 • Custom baskets
 • Custom indices
 • OTC structured products
 • Internal proprietary data
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
To learn more about Custom Tickers, visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us  
at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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SUPERIOR CONVENIENCE
Customers work with Bloomberg to establish their business use case and that 
this can be satisfied with the Custom Tickers offering. Once approved and after 
some initial configuration, the customer is then empowered to manage their 
universe of Custom Tickers. That includes the creation, modification and deletion 
of tickers, setting reference/static data against the ticker, and the ability to set 
the pricing values at a customer determined frequency (eg, real-time, end of 
day). For example, this would allow a customer to complete a custom deal with a 
client, create the ticker, configure it with the deal information, and start pricing it 
immediately with the customer’s client seeing the results immediately.

SUPERIOR CONTROL
Customers can leverage Bloomberg’s very comprehensive controls on access 
to Custom Tickers, allowing control on a firm or individual level as well as 
permissioning data feeds where the data may be subsequently consumed by 
applications. On initial configuration, the customer would have chosen whether 
the Custom Tickers are available to everyone in the Bloomberg community (eg, 
trading strategies), or, whether access is explicitly granted on a need to know 
basis (eg, custom deals).

PART OF PLATFORM SERVICES
Custom Tickers are part of Platform Services. Platform Services makes it easier 
for firms to access content for specific use cases and deliver it instantly to 
entitled decision-makers and enterprise applications. Platform Services also 
enables firms to distribute internal data through our technology infrastructure 
with speed and security. Available as fully managed offerings, Platform Services 
can be delivered through zero-footprint cloud solutions or locally deployed 
appliance pairs or clusters.

BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE 
To succeed today, financial institutions must 
respond to challenges that are not addressed 
by traditional approaches. They require 
world-class solutions that integrate people, 
processes, information and technology for 
the front office, middle office and operations. 
Bloomberg partners with these institutions to 
protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, 
deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades 
of deep industry experience, Bloomberg 
creates real value through the use of innovative 
technology that turns data into a strategic asset. 

Custom Tickers allow contributors to 
store, distribute and analyze information 
about highly bespoke instruments or 
proprietary data more easily.
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